IMPORTANT
August 17, 2009
To the Reader:
Please take time to go through this 4-Part package, as it is critical to our survival as a selfgoverning constitutional nation with states and county governments. As you know, the global
government advocates intend to abolish our whole Constitution and our states/counties, etc. This
package will assist you in the energy you spend to get to the core of the problem. The purpose is
to document the dual nature, and dual function, of the people who have occupied the office of the
U. S. president. All planned by Charles Merriam, F.D.R.’s & the Rockefeller’s advisor. The
Congresses have predominately turned into lackeys that have assisted these presidents in the
assignments set for them. Fortunately, there have been enough good patriotic Americans who
have drummed up a certain amount of resistance through the decades that has slowed the
progress the socialists/communists intended to achieve. We still do own land, and guns, but for
how long? The danger we are presently facing: a pre-meditated engineered economic disaster;
one which threatens to force us to adopt a different form of government: the socialist militarized
global system -- already built and on stand-by!
Here are the 4 parts which are contained in this Presidential Brotherhood Project:
Part No. 1 – This grouping is dedicated to exposing what “Change” really means to the
president and his collaborators. It is no secret that the intention from the onset was to eventually
and gradually abolish our states and force adoption of a global system.
Part No. 2 – Consists of a copy of a highly important secret government-issued document the
“architects” printed up (those who are converting the United States into a satellite of the global
government). A patriotic woman (Maureen Heaton) was fortunate enough to obtain a copy,
accidentally. The document deals with 5 ways by which limited self-governing Constitutional
governments can be subverted and forced into obliteration. Refer to Page 132-133. It may be
important for you to know that I have already circulated a copy of this document to no less than
82 top activists all over the nation. Also, I have given a copy to one person in a state legislature;
however, he is newly elected, and for this reason he feels that he will get no support.
“The Politics of Change in Local Government Reform” (also known as the Houlihan Report) is
the title of the secret document. It is a priceless piece of evidence. Exposure of this document in
the right places, such as talk shows, trusted public officials, activists that you work with, etc.,
could abort the planned collapse of our government.

Part No. 3 – Another fact that must be brought before the public is the truth that the oval office
of the president has been the headquarters for all the sedition that has overtaken the government
of the United States, starting with the administration of Franklin D. Roosevelt. They have
gradually built a militarized world government using the people’s tax money, and it is on
standby. You will find an envelope with the initials of each president who participated in the evil
plan, under Charles Merriam’s guidance, from FDR through George W. Bush. Some of the
devious changes in which each president participated are listed. Until the public understands
that only global-minded candidates are allowed to win elections, there will be no chance to
recover the liberty that is slipping away from us.
Part No. 4 – This is an envelope with some solutions. There are others, all of which are in a
peaceful mode. We are trying to avoid engagements of the nature which will cause martial law
to be declared; albeit that it is an unlawful act for a whole nation to be placed under martial law.
Holding on to the right to keep and bear arms is a necessity. This has to be done, and can be
done, peacefully.
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